
 

Basics of Clay  
Pottery activities include exposure to dust, chemicals, fumes and intense heat.  There are also manual 
handling risks and risks to the drains. Anyone working with clay at the shed needs to be familiar with these 
risks. Everyone who participates in clay activities at the shed must go through a basic induction – this includes 
reading this document in full. No-one should operate machinery including wheels or kilns unless they have had 
training. At the Coolum Women’s Shed we offer two types of activity: 

Mud Meetup – is a regular chance to play with clay in a social setting. A small amount of clay is available to use 
or you can bring your own. You can also use the wheels at the shed if you have experience. For inspiration check 
the handouts at the end of this document, or some of the online resources listed.  

Workshops – offer a specific product or skill. These will vary depending on volunteer availability. Nell offers 1-to-
1 wheel throwing lessons which specifically fund pottery resources. ($100 or a 2 person session for $150)- please 
email us about availability as these are run ‘on-demand’.  
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Life Cycle of Clay 
NB Clay can be reused as long 
as it has not been through the 
kiln. It just needs to be 
rehydrated and wedged. Do 
not put clay water down 
drains, do not rinse clay 
equipment in sink. Use 2 
buckets – one for slops, and 
one to rinse. Use a separate 
bucket for general cleaning to 
avoid contamination of clay 
with other dirt. Clay is best 
stored in a sealed bag, in a 
dark space (A small esky 
makes an excellent clay 
storage device.). 
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Types of Clay 
There are lots of types of clay, but for hobby potters we usually consider Earthenware vs Midfire Stoneware vs 
Highfire Stoneware.  

The clay you use determines the firing cycle and what glazes you can use. If you don’t know, they won’t fire 
correctly- glazes may run off the pot or have other unwanted effects. 

 

Name Firing Temps 
(celsius) 

Orton Cones 
(heatwork) 

Uses 

Earthenware. 
Traditional clay.  

950 - 1150  Outdoor pots especially terracotta which is a specific type 
of earthenware. 

Bricks. May or may not hold water so uses vary. 

Cheaper to fire. 

Glazes are pigment based rather than chemical reactions – 
what you see is what you get. 

Midfire 
Stoneware 

1100-1220 5 or 6 – aim 
for 6 

Crockery, jewellrey, sculptures, decorative. Very popular 
with hobby potters due to the wide range of FOOD SAFE 
ready made glazes and the option to create functional and 
well as decorative items. 

Hi-fire 
Stoneware 

1220-1280 6-9 Used more by production potters, and woodfired potters – 
can withstand high temps, can be stronger, more exciting 
glaze options as chemical reactions create melt and 
transition e.g. crystalline glazes. 

Porcelain 1250 - 1400 10-12 Fine tableware, ornaments. Hard to work with, expensive 
to fire (due to electricity required to get to high temps).  
NB you can now find ‘midfire porcelains’ which can be 
fired to cone 5 or 6. 

 

At the Coolum Women’s Shed we aim to use Midfire Stoneware clays that fire to cone 5 or 6 – 1100-1220. 

 

If you want to buy your own clay, clays that work well at this temperature include: 

 Keanes Mid fire no.6 (Smooth white clay) 
 Feeneys Dark Stoneware (Smooth dark clay) 
 Feeneys BRT (strong with lots of ‘grog’ – interesting colour and texture) 
 Keanes Mid fire Lumina (Very fine, very white) 

 

When working with different clay, please try to keep any clean up or recycling separate to avoid cross 
contamination (although this clay can still be used if it does happen – just keep it labelled). 
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YOU MUST KNOW WHAT TYPE OF CLAY AND/OR GLAZES YOU ARE FIRING OR YOU CAN DAMAGE THE KILN, 
YOUR WORK OR OTHER PEOPLES WORK. For example – if you fired earthenware or midfire clay in a high fire 
firing your piece could melt and damage the kiln shelf or someone elses work. If you put the wrong clay into the 
kiln and cause damage you will be liable for any repair or replacement costs.  This is why it it better to work 
with just one firing range in a community studio. Only experienced potters are able to work with different clays 
and firing schedules. 

Disposal/recycling clay 

Community studios tend to have their own clay and glaze disposal processes – check before you use them. You 
can also pour all your slops onto a large plaster bat. The ‘two bucket’ method works as a DIY method and can be 
done at home. The two bucket method reduces the time to get the clay back into a workable state, it’s similar to 
washing really dirty dishes: 

 Any clay that is still in a useable state can go straight back into the bag. 
 ‘Dirty bucket’ – first wash with a cloth, scrape any lumps etc off 
 ‘Rinse bucket’- rinse off dirty water.  
 If you keep your hands clean, and don’t contaminate the buckets the dirty bucket when full can be left 

to settle, and wedged again to make useable clay*. The Rinse bucket eventually become the ‘dirty 
bucket’. 

*It’s tempting to pour off excess water, but it’s better to wait for the water to evaporate if you can – some 
potters believe smaller clay particles are lost when you pour out water. If it’s really clear and well settled it won’t 
do too much harm and helps speed the process of reclaim. 

It’s also possible to buy a slop bag which is a nylon liner for a bucket and you pour everything in, but the water 
comes out. (for sale at the clay shed). Pillow cases also work in a similar way – the cotton can rot eventually. 

 

Use a similar method for cleaning up glaze, but keep glaze and clay reclaim separate. 

Types of Glaze 
 

Underglaze- stained pigment that can be used like paint to create designs. Watered down it can produce 
watercolour type effects, or stronger can be used for bolder effects. Underglaze does not provide a glassy finish 
on it’s own. Some people use a clear glaze over a design, but it may run in the kiln. 

Mineral pigments - these are pre-fired minerals which can be used to stain clear or white base glaze. The can 
also be used to add colour to clay and slip. What you see is what you get, so can be useful if you want to produce 
a specific look.  

Premixed – easier to use for beginners, but more expensive. These are standardised recipes that you can choose 
for their hue and finish. A lot of fun! You can also choose lead free glazes (recommended). It is important to pay 
attention to the type of clay and firing temp. 

Studio mixed glaze. It is possible to buy the ingredients for making your own glaze. Usually a glaze will have a 
clear or opaque finish and you may choose different minerals to add colour (e.g. cobalt gives blue).  Studio 
mixed glazes can be a lot of fun, but you must know what you are working with, and observe health and safety 
protocols when working with ingredients. Ie. Wet clean up, avoid dust, safe disposal, avoid eating or drinking 
near glaze materials. 
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Mineral wash. Not really a glaze, but a wash made with iron oxide mixed in water can be used to accentuate 
textures or draw.   

The main ingredient of glaze is clay, and it is basically powders mixed with water to provide the right 
consistency. If your glaze has dried out or is looking too thick to apply, try adding back some water. 

 

Disposal of glaze. The best way to dispose of glaze is to keep a ‘mystery glaze bucket’. Rinse glaze materials into 
the bucket and let the bucket evaporate. When you have an item which would never have food on it, you can try 
out the mystery glaze and see what you get. Do not tip glaze down a drain.  If you have a lot of glaze waste, you 
can have more buckets – dark, light, warm(red/yellow) and cold (blue/green) are good options. 

 

Sunshine Coast Pottery facilities and resources 
 

The Clay Den – pottery club in Coolum on Tradewinds Avenue. Supportive, many talented members. Has a 
waiting list to join.  Has tools, wheels and regular kiln firings.  

The Clay Shed – Kuluin. Only pottery supplies on the Sunshine Coast. Supplies clay, ready made glazes, glaze 
ingredients, tools – anything you might need. The Clay Shed also offers a firing service – based on the weight 
/size of the pieces being fired. Make sure you know what type of clay and glaze you are firing to avoid damaging 
your work or anyone elses. 

The Butter Factory Cooroy – Offers a variety of classes and studio options. Lots of wheels and large kilns. 

Sunshine Coast Arts Group, Buderim – Offers a variety of classes and studio options. Lots of wheels and large 
kilns. 

Wallace House - Noosa Arts and Crafts Association- has community pottery open to members. Sometimes offers 
pottery classes. 

Dennis Forshaw – Doonan, offers wheel throwing classes, also is an expert in gas firing and reduction crystalline 
glazes 

Fiona Cuthbert O’Meara – Doonan, offers pottery classes in a beautiful home based studio. 6 wheels, small 
classes. 

Brianne - handbuilt pottery classes. Maroochydore 

Quixotica – beautiful studio in the hills of Cooroy. Rowley Drysdale offers weekend courses and day workshops – 
great experience and location. 

Nambour TAFE – for part and full time tertiary courses. 
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Risks of working with clay 
 

Exposure to silica and other minerals 

Silicosis – the dust in clay is known to cause silicosis – there is no cure. This is why it’s important for you to avoid 
breathing dust and keep the studio clean. 

Other Mineral Toxicity – common minerals used in pottery include : copper, aluminium, chrome, iron, 
manganese, cobalt, zinc, tin. Avoid making dust where possible, work in a well ventilated area, do not dispose of 
chemicals down domestic drains. Ensure containers are kept sealed and are well labelled.  Avoid skin contact.   

Use a damp cloth and bucket to wipe down surfaces and equipment after use. The water can be left to settle 
and added back to clay store. (Do not use the same cloth for general cleaning if you can – this prevents mold  
and other nasties in the reclaim) 

All equipment must be cleaned with a wet cloth after use – do not leave to dry with clay on. 

Use a mop or hose to clean floors 

NEVER brush or vacuum clay or glaze dust 

NEVER dispose of clay or glaze down drains – clay will ‘settle’ in water and can be reused.  

ALWAYS shower and wash your hair after working with clay or glaze 

AVOID dried on clay – for example do not keep clothes or cloths between sessions – always rinse out and hang 
to dry or rinse out and then put through a washing machine.  

If working at home, AVOID working in areas which are difficult to clean with water e.g. near sofas, cushions, 
curtains or carpets. 

Keep all minerals in LIDDED containers. 

Greenware  (unfired clay) should be STORED away from general work area – preferably outside but protected 
from the elements.  

Exposure to mold and other bacteria 

Clay is a natural petri dish – always wash your hands with soap and water before handling clay to minimise the 
amount of bacteria and mold that it is exposed to. The general consensus amongst potters is that black/green 
mold is ok, and can be wedged (kneaded) back into the clay. However it is good practice to to minimise exposure 
in the first place. 

Manual handling risks 

Clay and equipment can be heavy. Do not lift or move items that may be too heavy for you. Use a trolley or ask 
someone else to help.Do not stack heavy items on high shelves.  Do not load a kiln without basic training on 
how to stack pieces appropriately. 

Injury from using equipment – sharp objects, rotating machinery. Proper induction on any machinery. Closed 
shoes recommended. Hair, and necklaces tied back. Recommend removal of rings and short nails. 

People with hand, wrist, elbow or shoulder impairments may find clay work easier if they use softer clay. Just 
add more water to the clay.   

Exposure to heat 
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Never open a kiln unless you are sure that the temperature is below 200 c. Thermal shock can cause pieces in 
the kiln to explode if the kiln is opened whilst too hot. Treat pottery from a kiln like you would treat items 
coming out of the oven – always use appropriate gloves. Do not operate a kiln without an experienced kiln 
technician. 

Be good to other sheddies 
 

We share the studio space – please help with the clean up before leaving for the day. Even if you have to go 
early, please check with others to see what you can do to help. We aren’t your mum ѧѨѩѪѫѬ 

Further information 
 

Check out these online resources 

Facebook:  Tim See beginner wheel throwing, DIY Pottery Tools 

Youttube: Simon Leach, John Britt, KarensPotsandGlass, Jonthepotter 

TV shows: The great pottery throwdown 

 

Respected brands (keep an eye on second hand market) 

Venco wheels 

Shimpo Wheels 

Woodrow Kilns 

Stutt Kilns 
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